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Professional Scottish Climbing Athlete

Extreme Rock, Ice and Mixed Climber
Climbing Press – Sponsorship – Lectures – Seminars – GuidingCoaching and Photography

On this page is a selection of my past press and magazine coverage. I am always
open to new companies with interesting marketing strategies, projects and ideas
relating to climbing and the outdoors. Interested parties are welcome to contact
me for consultation. I have an outstanding selection of slides covering all aspects
of Climbing, to which I can add exciting and informed text. I have clocked up
more Air Time ‘television and radio based’ than almost any other Scottish Climber
and have my own DVD ‘A Fist Full of Steel’.

Lectures and Seminars

I have been on the lecture and seminar circuit for over 14 years talking on all
aspects of World Climbing. Lectures include Dundee, Edinburgh, Kendal,
Aviemore MTN Film Festival, Cotswold, Tiso, Private School and other big events.
Interested event organisers, club or group leaders interested in one of my lectures
and seminars can contact me directly for further information
extreme@scottmuir.com

World Guiding and Coaching

Over the years I’ve worked around the world and in Scotland as a Freelance
Instructor and Guide with some great people and centres including Winter
Contracts and Summer Weeks for Glenmore Lodge, Martin Moran, the one and
only Stuart Johnson (one of the best instructors in the business), Alan Kimber,

Pete Hill, George Mc Ewan, John ‘Andes’ Biggar, Classic Nepal and Himalayan
Expeditions in Nepal. I have also been working one to one with many climbers
helping them to achieve their goals, coaching them to success.

Product and Brand Photographer and Photography
I have taken shots that have been used for big brand catalogues including Vango –
Terra Nova – Berghaus – Marmot and Red Bull to name a few. My ability to get
good shots, with great brand awareness and to fit a marketing plan is well proven.
I am always open to new ventures, ideas and contracts. Please find a selection of
some of these assignments below:
Product Placement

Scott Muir Photography Front Covers

Sponsorship

I would welcome any enquires from companies or brands with a marketing
strategy for the coming period that involves climbing. I can provide consultation
on all aspects of the sport including the selection of other suitable athletes for
promotions. Please contact me extreme@scottmuir.com or call 07719 309214

I can also act as a Technical Expert on all Climbing matters as a Holder of the
Mountaineering Instructors Certificate.

